
Friday, 10 December 2021

I am delighted to say that after a tough few weeks, our Covid-19 positive cases were
down this week. I have no doubt that this is a direct result of the re-introduction of
mask-wearing by staff and students.

As an Academy we have purchased thousands of extra masks, but they are running out
quickly as we still have many students who are not bringing in their own masks. It is not
our intention to charge students for masks, but every time we give one away it is money
that we would rather be spending on resources (new laptops, revision books etc…)

If parents/carers could help us by ensuring their child has their own mask ready for
Monday morning, that would be much appreciated.



Friday, 10 December 2021

Frustratingly we have had some of our away sporting fixtures cancelled this week (for
either the weather or Covid-19), but have continued with our after-school sporting
clubs.

They either take place outdoors or in the large and well ventilated sports hall, to reduce
the risk of transmission. We are regularly seeing numbers of 50+ which is fantastic and I
would like to thank the staff for running these in their own time.

Regardless of restrictions, I cannot understate the importance of exercise and how
having an active and healthy lifestyle benefits people physically and mentally.



Friday, 10 December 2021

So students and parents/carers are aware, I would like to announce that on Friday 17th

December 2021, we will be having a Charity Christmas Jumper Day in school.

Everyone is encouraged to wear a Christmas Jumper and/or traditional Christmas
colours (red and green), but are not required to and students can just wear their own
clothes.

In line with the Save the Children campaign, we will be asking for a small donation of
£2. This will be collected in cash (something that is becoming more and more rare these
days) on the day, so we would appreciate it if parents/carers can remind their children
on Friday morning to bring the money into school.
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At St. Peter’s we are a family and through our Christian Core Values (Service, Thankfulness, Peace,
Empathy, Trust, Endurance and Reverence) value the importance of producing good citizens, as well
as academic success.

This week I have been made aware of three acts of kindness that may seem simple, but have made
a massive difference for the individuals who have benefited from it.

One student found a pair of glasses outside of school, brought them in and amazingly we
managed to reunite them with their owner.

Another student found a mobile phone and again we were able to find the owner

We were also contacted by a local resident who had lost Meow the cat (pictured). The St. Peter’s
family made it their mission to find the cat and she is now back home safe with her very grateful
owner.


